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Planetarium Shows
Dinosaurs Alive!
Experience dinosaurs and their world brought back 
to life through scientifically-accurate, computer-
generated animation.

Dream Big: Engineering Our World
Travel through Earth’s greatest man-made 
wonders and discover the human ingenuity behind 
engineering marvels big and small. 
McGillivray Freeman’s Dream Big: Engineering Our World is in partnership 
with the American Society of Civil Engineers and Bechtel Corporation

Kaluoka’hina: The Enchanted Reef  
Embark on an underwater mission with two 
humorous fish to save a mysterious and colorful 
tropical reef.

Let it Snow: A Holiday Music Journey
Enter a winter wonderland of dancing nutcrackers, 
sledding penguins, and your favorite holiday songs.

Magic Tree House Space Mission
Go on an astronomy-based adventure with popular 
Magic Tree House book series characters.

One World, One Sky: Big Bird’s Adventure
Explore the Moon, stars, and constellations with Big 
Bird and friends.

We Are Stars
Journey back through time with a cast of characters 
to discover where we and the universe began.

Please visit lasm.org for times and age restrictions. 

Want to have your next holiday party at one of the 
most unique venues in Baton Rouge? Contact us 
today at events@lasm.org to reserve your spot!

Steer clear of the socks, and give them a present 
they really want. Visit lasm.org/join to get your Art 
& Science Museum Gift Memberships.

Front Cover: From The Red That Colored the 
Word, Orlando Dugi, evening gown (from the Red 
Collection), Santa Fe, New Mexico, 2014.
This Page: Planetarium show We Are Stars.
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These programs have been made possible in part through the generous support of the East 
Baton Rouge City-Parish Government and the members of Louisiana Art & Science Museum, 
the Community Fund for the Arts of Greater Baton Rouge, and the Arts Council of Greater 
Baton Rouge, and are supported by a grant from the National Endowment for the Arts, 
the Louisiana Division of the Arts, Office of Cultural Development, Department of Culture, 
Recreation, and Tourism.  

Ampersand Weekends
Hands-On Happenings
November 4 & December 2 | 10 AM–12 PM 
Get creative at our Hands-On Happenings workshops. A new topic 
and activity is featured every month: November, Yarn Weaving; 
December, Holiday Ornament Workshop.

First Sunday
November 5 & December 3 | 1–4 PM  
Want to explore the whole museum for free? Stop by the first 
Sunday of every month for free museum admission, and take in 
unlimited planetarium shows for $6. In December, be sure to bring 
along your wish list to share with our special guest, Santa!

BASF Kids’ Lab
November 11 & 25, December 9 & 23 | 11 AM, 1 PM, 3 PM 
November 12 & 26, December 10 | 1:30 PM, 3 PM

Have fun with chemistry at these 45-minute hands-on workshops 
for kids 6–12 and their accompanying adults. Experience a 
different activity each month: November, Energy Loves Produce; 
December, A Hair-Raising Experiment. Register on-site the day of 
the program or by emailing kidslab@lasm.org. Space is limited.
Sponsored by BASF

Engineer It: Dream Big
November 18 & December 16 | 10 AM–12 PM 
Discover how today’s engineers are inspiring the world at our 
monthly Engineer It workshop for all ages, featuring participatory 
activities with the American Society of Civil Engineers. 
Sponsored by the American Society of Civil Engineers, Arkel Constructors, and Forte & Tablada

Planetarium Family Hour and Stargazing
Every Saturday | 10–10:50 AM

Bring your young astronomers to gather around our "camp fire" 
and learn about stars and constellations in the nighttime sky. After 
this interactive presentation, enjoy a featured planetarium show. 

Miss Trudy’s Traveling Trunk Show
Every Saturday | 11–11:45 AM

Singing, dancing, sharing stories, and puppets — your little ones 
will be on their toes for a celebration of the art and science of the 
seasons in this interactive theater program.

Special Events
Art After Hours: Red
November 2 | 5:30–7:30 PM

Color your evening with an informal tour of The Red That Colored 
the World and demonstrations of the cochineal dye-making 
process while enjoying a glass of wine with your friends.                      
Members free, college students with ID $5.50, nonmembers $7.50

The Polar Express
Every Saturday November 25–December 16 | 3 PM

All aboard The Polar Express! Bring your family to experience 
this beloved holiday movie in the planetarium theater, and enjoy     
complimentary hot cocoa before each show.

Museum Store Sunday
November 26 | 1–4 PM

Take the stress out of your holiday shopping by joining us for our 
first annual Museum Store Sunday. Enjoy special suprises and 
choose from carefully curated, quality gifts filled with inspiration 
and educational value, with all proceeds benefitting the museum.

Festival of Lights                                                                                         
at the Louisiana Art & Science Museum
December 1 | 5–8 PM

Your Downtown Festival of Lights experience isn't complete 
without a trip to the Art & Science Museum. Warm up with 
hands-on ornament making, shopping in The Museum Store, and 
special  planetarium showings of Let it Snow at 5 & 7 PM.
Admission is free with the donation of one new toy per person that benefits Toys for Tots; 
otherwise, regular admission prices apply

All programs are subject to change and are included with general 
admission unless otherwise noted. Prices include tax. 

Areas to Explore
Ancient Egypt Gallery Includes a 2,300-year-old mummy 
and ancient artifacts

Solar System Gallery Exhibits ranging from a Triceratops 
skull and meteorites to an interactive solar system station

Discovery Depot Learning through play, for our youngest 
visitors

Science Station A changing variety of hands-on activities

The Museum Store Unique and fun art- and science-related 
finds with a local flair

Planet Tower Healthy snacks and WiFi below a two-story scale 
model of our solar system

Yazoo Plaza An historic outdoor space perfect for picnics

.

Exhibitions
The Red That Colored the World 
Main Galleries
Journey though the history and use in art of cochineal, a vibrant 
insect-based red dye. Textiles, sculpture, manuscripts, paintings, 
clothing and more vividly bring to life an epic true story spanning 
centuries and continents. 

The Art of Chaos & Order: Sam Losavio
Soupçon Gallery
Discover the drawings and sculpture of Sam Losavio, which 
express a fascination with the forces, process, forms, and 
structures that emerge from the interplay between chaos and 
order. 

Alyce Simon: Atomic Art 
Universe Gallery
Be inspired by the story and work of Alyce Rothlein Simon, whose 
innovative use of a particle accelerator in the 1970s and '80s 
resulted in intriguing artworks that exalt the power of nature.

The Red That Colored the World  has been organized by the Museum of International 
Folk Art, Santa Fe, NM with funding in part provided by the National Endowment for the 
Humanities, and is circulating through GuestCurator Traveling Exhibitions.  It is supported 
in part by a Decentralized Arts Funding Grant from the Arts Council of Greater Baton Rouge 
in cooperation with the Louisiana Division of the Arts, Office of Cultural Development, 
Department of Culture, Recreation and Tourism, and Louisiana State Arts Council. This 
exhibition is sponsored  by Baton Rouge Coca-Cola, Lamar Advertising Company, The Charles 
Lamar Family Foundation, Moo & Martin Svendson, and The Cary Saurage Fund in Honor of 
Alma Lee and H. N. Saurage Jr.

December programming  sponsored by Baton Rouge Coca-Cola
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